Abstract. The construction of city streetlight is a significant portion of urban construction. While most streetlight systems in our country still put the way of turning off lights in days and turning on them at night to be used. As this manner consumes so much energy and can't fit the need of development, we get a new design. This design uses the Chip CC2530, also utilizes the technology of ZigBee and GPRS to achieve intelligent controls of lights and address the problem of huge energy consumption of streetlights.
Introduction
Recent years, reform and innovate on city streetlights has been increasingly attached importance to. That's why the research of smart streetlights come to the fore. On the one hand, smart streetlights is capable of reducing the use of human resources and material resources. Also it has a great performance on reducing traffic accidents and optimizing the disposition of energy to meet the requirement of modern development. On the other hand, the use of smart streetlights will sharply cut down the entire costs of lighting, supporting and other involving things.
After designing the energy saving LED streetlights, we need a system to realize auto-controlling and self-managing. With the development of cyber technique, improvements and optimizations have been taken place in the traditional control system, which present the system with tending of intellectualized and networked. Not only does the system improve the fuel efficiency, but also save much cost and accord with contemporary thought of energy-saving and environmental protection.
Overall Design of Streetlights Control System
The overall structure of intelligent control system in this design is illustrated in Figure 1 . There are three parts: 
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Monitor Center: Monitor the work state of each streetlight and send orders to control on-off and brightness.
Coordinator with centralized control: There exist network connections based on ZigBee wireless local area network and data transmitted through GPRS network between coordinators.
Intelligent control of single light: Each streetlight is provided with sensor module, chips and power circuit. With ZigBee module inside, chips take respond of receiving control command, exchanging information with other streetlight terminals and communicating with superior coordinators. Figure 1 shows the topological structure of streetlight control system network. All streetlights have the function of routing and is placed in the same control level. In this system, superior nodes are able to send route information as inferior nodes to respectively control single LED light.
Hardware Design of Streetlight Control System
Data possess module of this design is chip CC2530, a sort of Single Chip Microcomputer, produced by TI company, which highly integrates ZigBee technique, MCU and radio-frequency circuit. Peripheral circuit of CC2530 mainly includes transformer circuit, impedance circuit, smoothing circuit, power supply decoupling circuit and oscillating circuit, as is shown in Figure 2 . Components used in circuit involve transformer, impedance matching the circuit and so on. LED is a device used to regulate circuit, its luminance and current size almost have a linear relation. Complete LED drive circuit consists of transformer circuit, rectifier circuit, filter circuit and drive circuit，as is shown in Figure 4 . 
Communication Protocols of Streetlights Control System
The protocols are appropriate for wireless communication module to realize data transmission between modules. Data from response massage, 0 for fail; 1 for success. Receive: 3A 05 00 00 00 00 3E 23 (Success, for example data is 00) 
Conclusion
Streetlights are indispensable public facilities in our life. In today's advocating energy conservation and environmental protection, streetlight system seems to be especially significant. With the development of economic and technique, there have a tendency to emerge and make use of intelligent streetlights. Intelligent streetlights, based on ZigBee, is in a position to monitoring all the streetlights in Monitor Center and exchanging data even wirelessly controlling between Monitor Center, Center node and Terminals through GPRS network and ZigBee network.
